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Mean   0.001469
RMS    0.0072
Energy (GeV)













Mean   0.002471
RMS    0.009512
Energy (GeV)

















Mean   0.003393
RMS    0.01181
Energy (GeV)

















Mean   0.002655
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Mean   0.001684
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Mean   0.002744
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Mean   0.01569
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Mean   0.05349
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Mean   0.01796
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Mean   0.002906
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Mean   0.002739
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Mean   0.05583
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Mean    1.385
RMS    0.06702
Energy (GeV)















Mean   0.07629
RMS    0.03771
Energy (GeV)















Mean   0.00385
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Mean   0.002517
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Mean   0.01904
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Energy (GeV)














Mean   0.07482
RMS    0.0373
Energy (GeV)















Mean   0.02304
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Energy (GeV)













Mean   0.003112
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Energy (GeV)


















Mean   0.001302
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Energy (GeV)













Mean   0.003226
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Mean   0.004068
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Energy (GeV)

















Mean   0.003088
RMS    0.01041
Energy (GeV)

















Mean   0.001426
RMS    0.007153
Energy (GeV)
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Mean    1.861
RMS    0.03797
Energy (GeV)
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Carbon, no noise, no threshold
Carbon with noise and threshold
Aluminium, no noise, no threshold
Aluminium with noise and threshold
Zone 1
 



















Carbon, no noise, no threshold
Carbon with noise and threshold
Aluminium, no noise, no threshold
Aluminium with noise and threshold
Zone 1
 







Mean     1.86
RMS    0.03504
Energy (GeV)
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Mean   0.6425
RMS    0.6059
Energy (GeV)
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Mean   0.6178
RMS    0.5726
Energy (GeV)
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Carbon, no noise, no threshold
Carbon with noise and threshold
Aluminium, no noise, no threshold
Aluminium with noise and threshold
Zone 2
 




















Carbon, no noise, no threshold
Carbon with noise and threshold
Aluminium, no noise, no threshold
Aluminium with noise and threshold
Zone 2
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